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Classical iden ﬁca on
Delivers ellipsoidal uncertainty region Θ
Non-standard in robust control
Central model non-op mal in view of JWC
Experiment design
Enables shaping Θ via excita ons w
No straigh orward connec on to JWC

Control-Relevant Coprime Factor Iden ﬁca on
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Robust control
Control goal
CRP = arg inf JWC (P, C)
C
with J (P, C) = ||WT(P, C)V||∞
High performance requires small set P
Set must be iden ﬁed from data
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Frequency Response Func on Measurement
Iden ﬁed parametric model Ĝ(θ)

Control-Relevant Experiment Design

Goal: Improve robust control performance by connec ng
robust control, model set iden ﬁca on, and experiment design:
{CRP , P RCR , wRCR } = arg inf JWC (P(w), C)
C,P,w
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Excita on spectrum Φw
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Control-relevant distance measure
Control performance is bounded by
J (P, C) ≤ J (P̂, C) + ||W(T(P, C) − T(P̂, C) )V||∞
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d is a control-relevant distance measure

Uniform spectrum design: distance d is large at 3rd resonance
Control-relevant spectrum design: distance d is reduced 4x by
tailored excita ons around control bandwidth and resonances

Uncertainty structure selec on
Dual Youla-Kuçera
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Control-Relevant Model set

||∆||∞ < γ

Model set P RCR
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Parametriza on: G(θ) by P(θ) = B(θ)A (θ)
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Stage I: Non-parametric Chebicheﬀ center
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Exploit non-normalized coprime factors {N̂, D̂} and {Nc , Dc }
of P̂ and Cexp to achieve robust-control-relevant
  model set:
N
d(P, P̂) = ||G − Ĝ||∞ = ||∆||∞ , G =
D
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= arg inf sup d(G, Ĝ)
Ĝ∈C G∈D

Computed exactly by semi-deﬁnite program
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Stage II: Parametric model
Ĝ(θRCR ) = arg inf d(Ĝnp − Ĝ(θ))
Ĝ(θ)∈D

Guaranteed coprimeness
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Spectrum design Φw that connects to iden ﬁca on method:
sup d(G, Ĝ)

Φw Ĝ∈C G∈D(Φw )

subject to experimental constraints
Convex design problem
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Conclusions
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Control-Relevant Experiment Design
ΦRCR
w = arg inf inf

D

Control-relevance: ght around bandwidth and resonances,
loose far below/beyond bandwidth
Control-relevant spectrum design signﬁcantly reduces set size
compared to uniform design, especially around 3rd resonance

Control-relevant coprime factors enable connec ng uncertainty
size to control, iden ﬁca on, and experiment design criteria
Improvements demonstrated on wafer stage setup
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